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Abstract
Topological simplification of merge trees requires a user specified persistence threshold. As this threshold is based on prior
domain knowledge and has an unpredictable relation to output size, its use faces challenges in large-data situations like online,
distributed or out-of-core scenarios. We propose two alternative parameters, a targeted percentile size reduction and a total
output size limit, to increase flexibility in those scenarios.
CCS Concepts
• Human-centered computing → Scientific visualization; • Mathematics of computing → Topology; • Software and its
engineering → Ultra-large-scale systems;

∗

The contour tree [vKvOB 97] is one of the most fundamental and
widely used structures for topology driven analysis, for example
mesh cleaning [WHDS04], noise removal [RWS∗ 17] or allowing
visualization for complex data [BG15]. Contour trees can be constructed from the two merge trees of the domain [CSA03], and
some applications can be performed on the merge trees themselves.
Current merge tree construction algorithms are often outputsensitive [GFJT17, CLLR05] or tailored for memory-constrained
[MSD∗ 12, CWSA16] or distributed [MW14, LPG∗ 14] settings and
tend to have a large memory footprint [AN15]. Because of this,
computing the complete merge tree on unsimplified data faces challenges in large-data applications. To overcome these challenges,
isolated efforts to perform simplification in a single-pass, online
and concurrently during construction have arisen in large datafocused topological analysis [PSBM07]. This on-the-fly simplification proved to be beneficial, as it was able to avoid multiple iterations and reduce output size without ever storing the full output.
For merge tree simplification a user specified persistence threshold ε is required. Merge tree arcs are tested bottom up and arcs
with less persistence than ε are removed from the output. However
it is not possible to estimate resulting output sizes or relative size
reduction of the simplification based on ε, see figure 1. Additionally, ε has to be expressed within the scale of the data values and
thus a satisfactory choice for ε requires domain knowledge, which
often requires multiple costly iterations of analysis to gain. This
is in stark contrast to the above mentioned benefits of on-the-fly
simplification and hurts applicability in large-data scenarios.
We propose the use of two alternative user specified parameters

for simplification, to allow a more direct control over the simplified output size and increase flexibility in large-data applications.
First, simplification can be controlled by a total desired output size
N, pruning all but the N most persistent merge tree arcs. Second,
simplification can be controlled by a desired relative size reduction
p, pruning all but the p percent most persistent merge tree arcs. We
introduce algorithms to guide simplification based on N or p. This
requires adaptive estimation techniques in online applications of p.
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Figure 1: The percentage of remaining arcs after simplification
decreases with larger choices for the persistence threshold ε. The
relation is highly non-linear and depends strongly on the specific
data, making it difficult for the user to control simplification results
by choosing ε. Data was acquired from join trees of data sets presented in section 5.
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2. Related Work
A well-defined approach to topological simplification of scalar
functions is based on persistence pairs [ELZ02], minimum-saddle
or maximum-saddle pairs, that can be visualized in the so
called persistence diagram [CSEH07]. From these pairs the εsimplification [EMP06] was derived. It allows for the simplification of a scalar function on manifolds, by cancelling persistence
pairs, i.e. eliminating exactly all persistence pairs with persistence
less than ε, while guaranteeing a maximal function value change
of ε. However under this guarantee, up to all persistence pairs with
persistence less than 2ε can be eliminated [BLW12].
A combinatorical approach to scalar function simplification is
to maintain user-specified minima and maxima of the function
and eliminate the remainder through perturbation of function values [TP12]. A hierarchical representation called branch decomposition [PCMS05] of merge trees accumulates consecutive tree arcs
into branches according to persistence. Cancelling a persistence
pair of the scalar function results in the same tree as discarding the
corresponding leaf-edge of the merge tree branch decomposition.
Note however, that this does not hold true for contour trees [HC19].
A further merge tree simplification technique is based on identifying Y-shapes in the tree and comparing the smaller persistence
of the involved non-leaf arcs to a threshold [TTF04]. A similar approach that is applicable for multi-saddles instead works on a perarc basis [CSvdP10]. Both techniques achieve results equivalent to
persistence pair cancelling like in the branch decomposition, when
applied to a merge tree. Again, when applied to contour trees, results deviate both from branch decomposition and ε-simplification.
For the tree based simplification techniques different alternative
measures, including surface area or volume of represented levelsets, can be used as a weight for edges to be compared to a threshold
for simplification [CSvdP04, ZT11]. Although we use topological
persistence in this paper, any arc-weight that is compared to a fixed
threshold for simplification purposes can be used in conjunction
with our methods.
To apply simplification during construction, instead of outputting the entire tree MT at the end of the construction, one can
consider the output as a concurrent stream S of arcs, with their associated persistence as weight w. The merge tree MT is now the
full aggregation of all arcs in this stream S. On-the-fly simplification is the process of pruning arcs from S according to w and ε as
they arrive and add only unpruned arcs to MT . First appearances of
this idea are found in online reeb graph construction [PSBM07].
Contemporary contour tree construction algorithms follow
[CSA03] in first constructing the merge trees with an ordered sweep
through the data and then combining them to create the contour
tree. This naturally sequential approach has received a divide-andconquer based parallelization, both with regular spatial subdivision [VP03,LPG∗ 14] and subdivision along isosurfaces [GFJV16].
Contour tree construction without a globally sorted progression
was introduced by output-sensitive parallel algorithms based on
monotone paths between critical points [CLLR05,MSD∗ 12,RS14].
Such approaches are suitable for massively data-parallel computation [CWSA16]. Recently, construction methods were introduced,

that are able to identify merge tree arcs independently (with an exception of inner arcs depending on their children) in a task-parallel
[GFJT17] and ad-hoc network [SZG∗ 08] setting.
The proposed parameters can be used in conjunction with any
of the above simplification and construction methods, as N and p
will be used to find an appropriate threshold ε, that can be used as
before. However, to be applicable to on-the-fly simplification, simplification or construction methods have to fulfill some conditions
described in section 4. In section , we describe the proposed alternative parameters and algorithms to calculate or estimate an ε that
realizes their application.
3. Alternative Parameters for Simplification
3.1. Constrained Branch Count N
One setting of interest is to set ε such that a given number N of
branches remain after simplification. This is for example necessary
if work is performed in a memory-constrained environment.
For conventional post-processing, finding an ε so that N branches
have a larger weight than ε is easily done by an inverse rank query.
However for on-the-fly simplification the decision to prune or keep
a branch must be done before weights for all branches are known.
To this end, we propose to use a priority queue [Pug89] Q. For
each arc in the stream S, the arc is enqueued in Q, with its weight
as priority. If more than N elements have been enqueued, Q is immediately dequeued from, resulting in the arc with N + 1 largest
weight so far. This arc cannot be among the N largest weighted
arcs overall and thus has a weight smaller than the hypothetical ε
we search. Thus it can be immediately pruned.
Substituting ε for N as a decision basis for topological simplification allows to maintain maximum detail in a memory constrained
setting. Subsequent simplification may then be performed within
main memory outside of the large-data application.
3.2. Percentile Size Reduction by p
Persistence is expressed in terms of the scalar function values and
thus requires knowledge about the scale of that function to interpret
and use. Reducing the output size by a given percentage however
does not rely on that knowledge. Thus another interesting problem
is to choose ε, such that a given percentage p of branches remain
after simplification.
For on-the-fly simplification based on a given p the problem is
the following: For each arc in the stream S, calculate the percentile
rank of the arc and prune it if it is smaller than p. Of course precise
ranks are only known a posteriori, thus an estimation based on the
streamed arcs so far has to be made.
We next turn to the problem of estimating the percentile rank
of an arc from all previously streamed arcs with minimal memory
overhead.
3.2.1. Quantile Summary
To this end we propose the use of a biased quantile (bq-)summary
[CKMS06]. When restricting the range of possible weights for the
c 2020 The Author(s)
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arcs, we can store those arcs as leafs in a binary tree over this range.
The bq-summary instead stores a subset of nodes of this tree with
associated counts, to approximate the distribution of stored leafs.
By maintaining a set of invariants upon insertion, and running an
amortized compression of the tree, sublinear memory consumption,
insertion and estimation runtimes are achieved.
The data structure as proposed by the authors depends on a discretized range restriction of possible weights, containing U different weights. Insertion of a weight to the summary has an amortized
cost of O(log logU). Rank estimation technically has the same
cost, however as we will estimate the rank of every inserted weight
(thus for every arc) we can slightly adapt the insertion method to
yield the rank estimation as a byproduct. Memory consumption of
the data structure is O( logU
ε log(εN)), with N the overall size of the
stream and ε the maximal relative error of the estimation.
Since we do not want to rely on previous domain knowledge,
we choose the range restriction to contain the whole range representable by floating point variables. Overall estimation accuracy
achieved on real world data sets and runtime penalties paid for
maintaining the data structure will be shown in Section 5.
3.2.2. Statistical Estimation
Online rank estimation inevitably suffers from irregular distribution
of weights within the stream. With this, ranks of arcs within the
history of the stream upon their arrival will deviate from the ranks
of those arcs in the overall data. In other words, if a lot of short arcs
are finalized first, the resulting summary data structure will rank
short arcs too high.
To alleviate this problem one can try to introduce a measure of
uncertainty into the summary, that represents size and variance of
the observed part of the stream. If uncertainty is high, rank estimation can be adjusted to, for example, prune less arcs.
The simplest approach to statistical online rank estimation, is
to assume arc weight distribution to be Gaussian. If arc weights
are distributed according to a normal distribution, we can estimate
this distribution by interpreting the previously observed stream as a
sample. Small sample sizes will result in pessimistically estimated
distributions, that will prune less arcs. Consider the following update mechanism for each arc a:
1. Filter the weight of a with Tukey’s Fences [Tuk77] to reduce
impact of outliers. Small outliers are pruned, large outliers are
stored to the output.
2. If a is not an outlier, increase the sample size n by 1 and update
overall empiric mean and empiric variance of the sample with a
numerically stabilized Steiner Translation [CGL83].
3. From the sample, calculate a Students t and χ squared distribution with n − 1 degrees of freedom. For a given significance ε
find the smallest explainable mean and variance.
4. These mean and variance correspond to the most pessimistic
normal distribution that can explain the sample with significance
ε. Evaluate the upper p percent quantile of this distribution and
compare it to the value of a.
With this, after each arrival of an arc a, we calculate a confidence
interval around the empiric mean, in which the true mean of the arc
c 2020 The Author(s)
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weights lies with ε percent certainty. To be most pessimistic and
thus try to keep arcs instead of pruning them when in doubt, we
choose the smallest mean in this range. Similarly we calculate an
interval around the empiric variance, in which the true variance lies
with ε percent certainty and choose the smallest variance. From this
mean and variance we derive a pessimistic normal distribution. The
upper p percent quantile of this distribution is a value, below which
most probably at most 1 − p percent of the actual arc weights lie.
Thus if the weight of a is below that value it can most probably be
pruned.
4. Application
To perform benchmarks for performance impact and estimation
precision of the techniques above, an implementation of contour
tree construction has been extended with on-the-fly simplification.
The used algorithm, see Algorithm 1, is a task-parallel sweeping
method that identifies arcs individually; it is a variant of the algorithm used in the TTK [TFL∗ 17, GFJT17]. Growing monotone
regions around local extrema allows identification of their saddles,
once all child arcs have identified a given saddle, all but the largest
are tested and either pruned or added to the output. Simplification
was done symbolically without augmentation, thus the pruned arcs
were simply removed from the output, potentially resulting in a
vertex reduction of the saddle.
Algorithm 1 TASK-PARALLEL ON-THE-FLY SIMPLIFIED
MERGE TREES
procedure M AIN(Scalar function f , Domain M)
for each Vertex v in M do
if is_local_extremum(v, f , M) then
schedule_task(SWEEP(v, f , M));
procedure S WEEP(Vertex v, f , M)
while Vertex saddle == null do
saddle = visit_next_neighbor(v, f , M);
schedule_task(UPDATE_SADDLE(saddle, v, f , M));
procedure U PDATE _S ADDLE(Vertex s, Vertex v, f , M)
s.children.add(v);
if all_children_arrived(s) then
schedule_task(SWEEP(s, f , M))
for each Vertex c in s.children do
if on-the-fly-test(persistence(c, s)) then
add_arc_to_output(c, s);
The function is_local_extremum returns a bool, that is true, if v
is a local minimum (for join trees) or maximum (for split trees) in
M regarding f . The procedure schedule_task creates a new task for
the parallel runtime environment to execute. For details on the functions visit_next_neighbor and all_children_arrived please refer to
the original algorithm [GFJT17]. schedule_task() represents the use
of the task-parallel runtime scheduler and persistence() is a function
that returns the arc weight for simplification w, add_arc_to_output
creates an arc in the resulting merge tree. Lastly, the function onthe-fly-test() uses our methods in section 3 (e.g. insert the argument
to the BQ-Summary and test resulting rank against p) to decide
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whether the arc is pruned or added to the output, the consecutive
concurrent calls to this function can be interpreted as the stream S.

First, it is assumed that the merge tree construction output can
be expressed as a stream of finalized arcs. Thus individual arcs are
identified gradually over time and will not be modified afterwards.
This assumption for example only holds partially true for parallel peak pruning [CWSA16], where the stream would be filled in
batches, after each iteration of the algorithm.
Second, it is assumed that the decision whether to prune an arc
is solely dependent on its persistence and ε. This is generally not
the case, as in most simplification methods described above, arcs
are pruned from leaves upwards, and an arc is protected from pruning if it has the largest w among all its siblings. However, in the
construction methods described above, construction of an arc only
happens after construction of all its children, thus this assumption
can be enforced by buffering finalized arcs until a larger valued or
all siblings appeared in S. For example in [GFJT17] all merge tree
arcs connected to the same saddle are finalized at once.
Third, it is noteworthy, that while constructing a contour tree
from simplified merge trees is possible, it may not result in the
same tree as simplifying the contour tree itself, even when utilizing
the same simplification method. This is due to the existence of wstructures in contour trees, that may protect additional arcs from
pruning, which can not be detected in merge trees alone.
5. Results
All results emerged from experiments run on processors of type
Intel XEON SP 6126 (2.6 GHz, 12 CPU cores, 96GB RAM).
Resulting estimation accuracy has been benchmarked for both
percentile estimation techniques on four datasets, seen in Figure 2.
The used data sets are a CT scan of a foot [TFL∗ 17], a simulation
of a meteor impacting in the ocean [PG17], and a jet fluid stream
simulation. Additionally, a fourth data set is identical to the meteor
simulation, but arcs are assigned a random weight, sampled from a
Gaussian normal distribution. Note, that the Gaussian based statistical estimator has excellent accuracy for this data set. However it
suffers heavily from skewness in the weight distribution of arcs in
real life data sets, thus pruning not enough arcs. Additionally it is
outperformed by the more accurate BQ-Summary.

Table 1: Runtimes of simplification based on classical fixed threshold, summary and statistical based percentile threshold and fixed
memory budget
Data set
Foot
Meteor
Jet

Fixed ε
6.24
0.42
46.81

BQ-Summary
7.01
0.48
48.03

Gaussian
7.17
0.44
48.98

Budget
6.48
0.44
47.2

remaining branches

Foot
Meteor
Jet
Normal

BQ-Summary Accuracy
50%

Foot
Meteor
Jet
Normal

20%

20%
10%
10%
5%
5%
1%
1%
0.5% 1% 5% 10% 20% 50%
0.5% 1% 5% 10% 20% 50%
p - desired percentage of remaining branches
p - desired percentage of remaining branches
(a)

50
Arc persistence
[% of most persistent arc]

Note, that this implementation was derived for benchmarking
and represents only one possible application of on-the-fly simplification and the novel simplification parameters. On-the-fly simplification as described in section 2 can be applied to different simplification schemes and merge tree construction algorithms, under the
following conditions.
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Figure 2: (a) and (b) show achieved estimation accuracy for the
Gaussian estimation and the bq-summary with different p on all
data sets. (c) and (d) show the first 600 (of ca. 400.000) decisions/arcs for the Gaussian estimation and bq-summary. Each finalized arc is represented by a triangle in sequence of their arrival
in the stream on the x-axis and their (relative) persistence/weight
w on the y-axis. One can see some initial fluctuation, that stabilizes
towards a mostly constant threshold (for the rest of the 400.000
decisions). (c) and (d) stem from the Foot data set and p = 20%

Performance penalties for maintaining the data sets for fixed
memory limit and percentile estimation are shown in Table 1. All
figures given represent the average of 50 measurements.
6. Conclusion
For on-the-fly simplification and especially within large-data related scenarios, two alternatives to a user specified fixed persistence
threshold ε become both interesting and non-trivial to use: Simplifying all but the N branches with highest persistence and simplifying all but the p percent branches with the highest persistence of
the output. This allows for example to reduce the output size by
90% or force the output to fit into a fixed memory budget.
We introduced and evaluated algorithmic structures to guide simplification with these alternative parameters. Both performance impact and estimation accuracy showed satisfactory in the benchmarks. For future research, replacing the Gaussian density estimation by more sophisticated kernel density estimation techniques
might be an interesting topic.
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